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ABSTRACT 

Every year as the tax filing deadline inches closer, we run as if everything is 

hunky-dory, but then one missing document and we get tense pushing the 

panic button making us unduly exasperated and we rush blatantly to collate 

all the documents to our ‘saviour’ (our Chartered Accountant aka the C.A.) 

to file our returns. Despite being very careful most of the times, we 

perpetrate certain unwanted errors that can land us in trouble with the IT 



department. It is always mandatory to check and re-check the ITR form 

before final submission to avoid any incorrect reporting or making the IT 

return defective and inviting any penalties leading to further enragement 

and high stress levels in life. The best tip in such a situation would always 

be to never leave things till the last date. 

 

REVIEW 

DEMONETIZATION 2nd ANNIVERSARY (Thursday, 8th November, 2018) 

In the Part 4 of this series of article, I, at the end of the article, had 

discussed in brief, about the catastrophe which had struck India on the 

night of Tuesday, 8th November, 2016 commonly known to all of us as the 

‘Demonetization’. The phenomenon was life changing for many people. Those 

who wanted to come clean (read: white) by joining the mainstream by 

choosing honesty as their future path making the past (read: incessant 

accumulation of ‘black’ money) as bygones started having a nice and sound 

sleep at night (post 31st December 2016), but, unfortunately for many of us 

(read: professionals), it was just a small aberration before the similar past 

started treading on those dangerous paths unabated. As I had mentioned 

about the PAN-AADHAAR being made mandatory in every financial 

transaction and even properties also being linked to AADHAAR (inspite of 

recent Hon’ble Supreme Court ruling going against it in banks, telecom 

sector and many more), the pathways to accumulate black money are slowly 

but surely dwindling. Many banks have themselves asserted that before the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court ruling came into application, already 90% plus 

accounts (in most banks) have been linked by the duo (PAN-AADHAAR) and 

whatever less than 10% of bank accounts are left are either dormant or 

inactive accounts. Those who have amassed huge chunks of money at home 

(just as was the case with many in 2016) are also wary of the fact that 

sooner or later, the new pinkie (` 2000 note) would be demonetized as well 

soon. They are just riding in good faith that with General Elections due in 

India in 2019 and the present Govt. facing a backlash for that ‘bizarre’ step 

(#DeMo) even till today and more so after the recent loss in 5 State Assembly 

Elections, the Modi Govt. would never risk its position in 2019 Lok Sabha 



Elections by going for ‘The Full Monty’ again.  

                   Having said that, let’s first analyze whether Demonetization was 

necessary for India’s economy.  

NECESSARY EVIL 

The Finance Minister says it was a step by the Government to formalize the 

economy.  

How? Let’s see further in the words of the Finance Minister himself:  

India has traditionally been cash dominated economy and cash usually 

involves anonymity in transactions by bypassing the banking system 

enabling its possessors to evade tax. Demonetization compelled holders of 

cash to deposit the same in the banks and due to the enormity of cash 

deposited and identified with the owner resulted in suspected 17.42 lac 

account holders being sent the Income Tax Notices and brought to book 

with the violators facing punitive actions. Larger deposits in banks improved 

their lending capacity and a large sum of money was diverted to the Mutual 

Funds as well for further investments, thus becoming a part of the formal 

system. The Finance Minister now argues that confiscation of currency was 

never an objective of Demonetization with almost the entire cash (99.4%) got 

deposited in the banks, rather getting all into the formal economy and 

making the holders pay tax was the broader objective. The system required 

to be shaken in order to make India move from cash to digital transactions 

which would have an obvious impact on higher tax revenue and a higher tax 

base. The impact of Demonetization has been felt on collection of personal 

income tax.  It also ensured that even weaker sections became part of the 

formal economy (banks) as Jan Dhan or BSBD (Basic Savings Bank Deposit) 

Accounts have resulted in most people being connected to the banking 

system. Further, they used computer software and enhanced technology for 

both direct and indirect taxes to facilitate filing of returns and expanding the 

tax base in coming years. It did, however, promote digitalization to a larger 

extent. The Unified Payment Interface (UPI) was launched in 2016 involving 

real time payments between two sets of mobile holders and its transactions 

have grown from ` 0.5 billion in October, 2016 to ` 598 billion in September, 

2018. The Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM), an App developed by NPCI for 



quick payment transactions using UPI is currently being used by 1.25 Crore 

people. The value of BHIM transactions has gone up from ` 0.02 billion in 

September, 2016 to ` 70.6 billion in September, 2018. The share of BHIM 

transactions in overall UPI transactions is at about 48% in June, 2017. The 

RUPAY Card (The ‘Make in India’ competition to Visa and Master Cards) is 

being used both at the Point of Sale (PoS) and for e-commerce and its 

transactions have increased from ` 8 billion before Demonetization to ` 57.3 

billion in September, 2018 for PoS and from ` 3 billion to ` 27 billion in e-

commerce. Today Visa and Master Card are losing market share in India to 

indigenously developed payment system of UPI and RUPAY Card whose 

share have reached 65% of the payments done through debit and credit 

cards. 

IMPACT ON INDIRECT TAX 

Demonetization and implementation of the GST curbed cash transactions in 

a big way. An increase in the digital transactions is visible. This 

formalization of the economy has led to the tax payer base increase from 6.4 

million in the pre-GST regime to 12 million tax payers in the post-GST 

regime. The actual consumption of goods and services being recorded as a 

part of the tax net has now increased. This has given buoyancy to the 

indirect tax growth in the economy. This has benefited both the Centre and 

the States. Every State, post GST, is getting a mandatory 14% increase in 

the taxation each year. The fact that assessees have to now declare their 

business turnover not only impacts the indirect tax calculations, but also 

ensures that income tax arising out of them is disclosed in the tax 

assessments. In 2014-15, the indirect tax to GDP ratio was 4.4%. Post-GST 

it has climbed up by at least 1 percentage point to 5.4%. 

Despite an annual income tax relief of ` 97,000 Crore given to the smaller 

tax payers and ` 80,000 Crore relief given to the GST assesses, tax 

collections have gone up. Rates of taxes, both direct and indirect have been 

reduced, but tax collections have gone up. The tax base has been expanded. 

GST rates on 334 commodities which were paying an effective 31% tax pre-

GST have witnessed a tax reduction. 



Government has used these resources for better infrastructure creation, 

social sector and rural India. How else could we visualize villages being 

connected by road, electricity in every home, 92% coverage for rural 

sanitation, a successful Aawas Yojana, a cooking gas connection in 8 crore 

poor homes. Ten crore families are covered under Ayushman Bharat, ` 

1,62,000 Crore is being spent on subsidized food, 50% increase in MSP for 

farmers and a successful Crop Insurance Scheme. It is the formalization of 

the economy which has led to 13 crore entrepreneurs getting Mudra Loans. 

Because of this, the Seventh Pay Commission was implemented within 

weeks and the OROP (One Rank One Pension) was finally implemented. So, 

more formalization meant more revenue, more resources for the poor, better 

infrastructure and a better quality of life for our citizens.  

 

ADVERSARIES’ VIEW 

The adversaries of #DeMo have an entirely different viewpoint as regards to 

the whole exercise. They believe it didn’t tackle black money or corruption. 

The above two were great intentions but demonetization didn’t work in the 

past (1946 and 1978) and it hasn’t worked this time as well. It was 

mentioned in the Supreme Court that it was a carpet bombing of the Indian 

people and its economy. Singularly speaking, that’s a good description 

because this touched every single person and harmed every single person to 

a different extent. Everyone suffered but the poorest suffered the most. 

Employing millions of workers, the micro and small industries were starved 

of working capital and forced out of business. A survey conducted by the All 

India Manufacturers Organization (AIMO), representing more than 3,00,000 

industries engaged in manufacturing and export activities, showed that 

post-demonetization, there was a 35% drop in employment and 50% drop in 

revenues. AIMO stated that almost all industrial activities had stopped, with 

the small and medium-sized enterprises being worst affected. There have 

been a few isolated examples of the struggles of the leather footwear 

manufacturing units at Agra, which are reportedly around 10,000 in 

number and provide employment to nearly 5,00,000 people. In Quazipada, 

Agra, home-based micro-units produce over one million pairs of shoes every 



day. A shoe passes through at least five to six hands before finally reaching 

the stores. A fitter gets ` 20 per shoe while the one who fixes the sole gets 

paid ` 15 per pair, the one who puts the lace gets ` 4–5 and the man who 

does the pasting and stitching gets ` 10–15 for every pair. This is the price 

for a pair of rexine shoes while this gets doubled in the case of leather 

shoes. Such small unit owners had half of their workers leaving the job and 

the remaining kept sitting idle as owners were not able to source raw 

material because of the limited funds. India’s textile industry, that 

contributes between 2-3% of the GDP recovered much late from the blow 

dealt by demonetization. Bhiwandi in Maharashtra holds more than a sixth 

of India’s 6.5 million power looms and is one of India’s largest power loom 

hubs, providing direct employment to a million people. As of September 

2018, only 20% of the Bhiwandi’s looms are running. They believe #DeMo 

actually set them back by 5 years in development.  The note ban also left 

farmers severely affected. Unable to procure new currency as co-operative 

banks ran out of cash, farmers were forced to watch their crops rot or sell 

them at very low prices. The price of tomatoes at Girnare mandi near 

Nashik, Maharashtra dropped to as low as 50 paisa per kg, making it 

impossible for farmers to recover the investments they made while sowing. 

Faced with the alarming fall in the price of tomatoes, few farmers were 

forced to destroy their crops because keeping them standing would have 

resulted in a greater loss. 

The Great Economist of India, the former RBI governor and former PM of 

India, Dr. Manmohan Singh categorically bashed the demonetization 

exercise saying it to be ill-fated and ill-thought which the Narendra Modi 

government undertook in 2016 as the havoc unleashed on the Indian 

economy and society was evident to everyone. He also urged the government 

to restore certainty and visibility in economic policies by telling them 

vehemently as to how economic misadventures can spoil the nation for a 

long time and economic policy making should be handled with pristine 

thought and utmost care. In his words, Demonetization had impacted every 

single person, regardless of age, gender, religion, occupation or creed. 

Generally sating, time is a great healer, but, unfortunately, in case of 



demonetization, the scars and wounds of the note ban were only getting 

more visible with time. The financial markets were volatile as the liquidity 

crisis wrought by demonetization was taking its eventual toll on 

infrastructure lenders and non-bank financial services firms. The full impact 

of this exercise will be known, understood and experienced in the coming 

years as with a depreciating currency and rising global oil prices, macro-

economic headwinds were also starting to blow. He was quick to add that it 

was therefore, prudent to not resort to further unorthodox, short-term 

economic measures that can cause any more uncertainty in the economy 

and financial markets.  

Coming from the great knowledgeable man, it does mean a lot since he has 

seen the lowest times of Indian Rupee (`) in 1991 and managed it efficiently. 

The further detractors of #DeMo exercise firmly believed that most of the 

black money is held not in the form of cash but in the form of real sector 

assets such as gold or real-estate and thus this move didn’t have a material 

impact on those assets. 

Demonetization has elicited a wide range of responses and the sum of all 

that has been that it has caused great damage, while the gains have been 

few and far between. Some of the biggest side-effects of demonetization that 

can be gleaned from the RBI report are: 

1. The latest RBI report says that people have started saving in cash, 

meaning that a major part of domestic savings is now in cash. The 

amount of household savings in cash is almost equal to the amount 

deposited in banks and the proportion of cash is more than twice the 

average of the last five years. Household savings constitute a major 

source of investment and if the savings are not reaching the banking 

system, this means that the investment source is drying up and if this is 

the case, then it means that businesses will not grow and employment 

opportunities will stagnate. 

2.  The second side-effect has been the sluggish performance of the 

manufacturing sector. The weighted contribution of industry to overall 

GVA (Gross Value Added) growth declined from 33.5% in 2015-16 to 20% 

in 2017-18. Also, the cyclical component of growth turned negative in 



2017-18 and capacity utilization in the manufacturing sub-sector 

remained below the 10-year average. 

3. The third side-effect of demonetization is seen in credit growth. Weeks 

after demonetization, credit growth touched a historic low. The recovery 

since then has been muted. According to the Reserve Bank's data, the 

growth in the loans given to the industry is less than 1% even in 2018. 

This includes the loans given to small and medium enterprises. Due to 

this, growth in business will slow down, which will also hit employment 

opportunities. 

These have been the three major side-effects of demonetization.  

RAY of HOPE 

On the credit side, some argue, there has been surge in direct tax collection 

which can’t be surely denied. On average, between 2008-2014, tax collection 

was increasing at the rate at which the country's GDP was growing. 

During the first two years of the NDA rule, this growth did see a fall. 

If the nominal GDP growth was 10%, tax collection grew by approx. 6-8% 

but that situation changed somewhat in two subsequent years. 

But can that be considered a miraculous change after demonetization? 

 

IMPACT ON DIRECT TAXES  

The impact of Demonetization has been felt on collection of personal income 

tax. Its collections were higher in Financial Year 2018-19 (till 31-10-2018) 

compared to the previous year by 20.2%. Even in the corporate tax, the 

collections are 19.5% higher. From two years prior to Demonetization, direct 

tax collections have increased 6.6% and 9% respectively. In the next two 

years, post Demonetization the increase by 14.6% (part of the year before 

impact of Demonetization in 2016-17) and an increase of 18% in the year 

2017-18. 

Similarly, in the year 2017-18, the tax returns filed reached 6.86 crore, an 

increase of 25% over the previous year. As per 2018 data, as on 31-10-2018, 

already 5.99 crore returns have been filed which is an increase of 54.33% 

compared to the previous year till this date. The new filers added this year 

are 86.35 lakh.  



In May, 2014, when the present Government was elected the total number of 

the filers of income tax returns was 3.8 crore. In the first four years of this 

Government, it has increased to 6.86 crore. By the time the first five years of 

this Government are over, the assessee base or the IT return filing people 

will be close to double of what it was in 2014 when Modi Govt. Came to 

power. 

So, with almost 3.5 crore NEW IT Assesses (as against 3.8 Crore in 2014 – 

almost double) in past 2 years and a few of them professionals like us; there 

are bound to be mistakes in IT return filing. So I thought why not, take up 

this topic in the 2nd aftermath anniversary of Demonetization or the 2nd 

Demonetization Jayanti.  

Let’s see what they are in the coming section: 

 

25 MOST COMMON MISTAKES in filing your Income Taxes Return 

Are you about to file your Income Tax Return for the very first time?  

Every individual who is earning and falls under the tax bracket needs to 

file his or her IT returns but many are unaware of how to do this and often 

end up making costly mistakes. When we enter the month of July, suddenly 

it appears to us as a very heavy month as the 31st July deadline for filing the 

income tax returns is not very far. Make sure you do it properly because 

many first time or even seasoned/pro taxpayers commit very common silly 

mistakes in filing Income Tax Return. Improper e-filing of income tax return 

can bring troubles in the form of penalty & notices from the income tax 

department. As tax filing deadline inches closer, we all rush to accumulate 

all our documents to file IT returns. Filing ITR does involve collation of vital 

stats and the process of putting these together is tedious and can lead to 

slips on our part. Sometimes despite being very careful also, we can commit 

mistakes that land us in trouble with the IT department. It is always 

essential to re-check the ITR form before submission to avoid any incorrect 

reporting or making the return defective. Mistakes can range from routine to 

mundane and some of them very common ones can be not using the right 

ITR form, not capturing all sources of income, for e.g. a profit on latest 



Online currency – the Bitcoins or no comparison made with the last year 

return or not tallied TDS and Form 26AS or not disclosing complete list of 

assets, as per law or statutory requirements. Filing ITR blindly and wildly 

can lead to many stupid mistakes as sometimes leave such an important 

task till the very last moment hoping earnestly that the Govt. will extend the 

last date (which it usually does and obliges the CA’s). Filing of taxes should 

never be left as a last-minute process because it usually leads to the missing 

of important information or committing errors like not calculating all tax 

saving investments and other deductions. Taxes should always be paid on 

time before filing the income tax return and due diligence exercised while filing 

the ITR as well. Putting it off until the last minute and filing it in a hurry can 

also lead the taxpayer to disclose incorrect information which might have a 

negative impact on the outcome of filing of returns. Why due importance is 

required in this step is because it is a worrisome fact that a mistake in filing 

the income tax return may cause not only losing of the due income tax refund, 

but may also lead to paying of penalty and even face prosecution in some 

cases. It is not a given that filing yourself only can lead to mistakes. Your truly 

(me, the Author) had filed an ITR though the Chartered Accountant 10 years 

back and he graciously jumbled up the numbers which led me to file a revised 

return after a few weeks. Sometimes, it is a human error only but sometimes 

lack of details given by us to the CA as well. Remember just by simply taking 

personal interest in the tax filing process (even if you are going through a 

CA) can help you avoid most of these mistakes. Bottom-line is that, the CA’s 

are also not immune from committing mistakes in filing. These days we have 

third part websites offering help (with charges, of course) and doing the 

same via their CA online offer tax filing services. Due attention and utmost 

care is always paramount to avoid ensuring that we don’t get a notice later 

from the Income Tax Department on account of even a small mistake. 

Returns can either be filed manually (ITR 1 and ITR 2) or can be filed online 

(ITR 3 – 7). In fact, e-filing of a tax return is mandatory from FY 2016-17 

onwards if you have a refund claim in the return or have a total income of 

more than ` 5,00,000.  The usual reason of mistakes lies in the fact since it 

is once a year activity for people and also because tax rules keep changing 



from time to time (usually every year especially the ITR forms). Let us have a 

glance at the 25 most common blunders people make in filing their IT returns: 

1. Not filing the income tax return itself: There is a misconception that 

if the employer has deducted tax or if the gross income is below the 

exemption limit and if other income (like dividends, long term capital 

gains from sale of shares) is exempted from tax, then there is no need to 

file the IT return. However, according to a recent amendment in the IT 

Act, if the gross total income (exempt + non-exempt) exceeds the 

minimum exemption level (currently, ` 2.5 lacs), you are required to file 

your income tax return. Non–filing of ITR may lead to levy of penalty 

where there is any tax payable and in extreme cases, tax authorities 

may even invoke prosecution provisions U/s 276CC of the Income Tax 

Act subject to satisfaction of conditions contained therein. If your gross 

income is taxable i.e. above maximum income up to which no tax is 

charged, it is mandatory for you to file your ITR. The taxability of gross 

income is taken as income before application of various exemptions, 

which are allowed under the Income Tax Act. For the FY 2017-18 (AY 

2018-19), for individuals less than 60 years of age, there is no tax 

chargeable if the income is up to ` 2.5 lacs and it is preferable to file the 

returns electronically. However, in certain cases you can file paper 

based form manually. You can furnish ITR 1 or ITR 4 in paper form, if 

your age is 80 years or more during the year of income or if your 

income during the previous year does not exceed ` 5 lacs and you do 

not intend to claim any refund. 

2. Filing IT returns on the wrong platform i.e. filing physical (manual) 

return where e-Filing is required: The government gives you the option 

to either file your tax return physically or do it online (for ITR 1 and ITR 

4 especially which are very small forms currently). However, if your 

assessable income exceeds ` 5 lacs, it becomes mandatory for you to e-

file your tax return. Still many people end up filing a physical tax return 

where e-Filing is required. If you are a senior citizen, you can still 

choose to file a physical return.  



3. Not filing the IT returns on time: The date for filing IT returns is 

usually 31st July every year and it is in your best interest to fill it as 

soon as possible, to avoid any complications down the line. If you forget 

to file your returns, there might be another opportunity to do it later 

but that comes at a cost. You will need to pay a penalty of ` 5,000 if you 

file the return after 31st July, 2018 but before 31st December, 2018. 

However, if filed after 31st December 2018 and up to 31st March 2019, a 

penalty of ` 10,000 would be leviable. After this date (31st March 2019), 

taxpayers will be allowed to file returns only if the tax authorities allow 

them to do so under exceptional circumstances. Also, the income tax 

returns filed following the expiration of the first due date prescribed 

(31st July), then the assessee will be required to pay his tax in tandem 

with an penal interest charge of 1% per month (simple interest) as per 

the provisions outlined in Section 234A. 

4. Quoting the Wrong Assessment Year: People often get confused about 

the year of filing their returns. You have to be clear about the year for 

which you are filing ITR. While filing the returns, one must make 

ensure to provide the correct AY, for e.g. for FY 2017-18, the correct 

corresponding AY is 2018-19 because ITR forms have AY mentioned 

over them instead of FY. Wrong mention of AY increases the chances of 

double taxation and risk of attracting unnecessary penalties as well. 

The simple way is to consider the financial year of your income as the 

Previous Year. The following year in which your income is assessed and 

return is required to be filed is called as assessment year.  

5. Choosing the wrong IT return form: The Income Tax Department has 

issued 7 types of income tax return (ITR) forms and selection of an ITR 

form for filling tax return depends upon the type of income and status 

of the tax payer. Even for individuals, there are 4 ITR forms meant for 

different filings, for e.g. if you have only salary income & it is upto ` 50 

lacs, then ITR-1 Sahaj Form is applicable. In case, the salary income is 

` 50 lacs or more then ITR-2 is applicable for FY 2017-18 (AY 2018-19). 

Another e.g. would be if you are a salaried individual with income below 

` 50 lacs and with no capital gains income, the appropriate form for you 



is ITR 1, while it is ITR-4 if you are an individual having income from 

business or profession and want to file the same with presumptive 

income scheme. Due to so many IT return forms, taxpayers face 

confusion in selecting the correct form to file IT return. The selection of 

ITR form is based on the nature of income or the category to which the 

taxpayer belongs. The disclosure requirements are different in all the 

forms and therefore, it is imperative to choose the correct form while 

furnishing your income tax return, failing which your return can be 

labeled as defective. Many taxpayers choose the wrong ITR form for 

filing their IT return. If you have profits/losses from capital gains or if 

you were freelancing for some part of the gone by financial year or 

something different for the source of income from past year, you have to 

file IT return using a different form than the one you have been used to 

filling in. Usually, the reason for confusion is the change in ITR form 

number (almost every year) introduced by the IT Department. You have 

to select the correct form to avoid rejection of your IT return because a 

wrong ITR form will complicate the process and delay the processing. 

Before starting filing the return, it is crucial that you identify and select 

the right option. Go through the instructions and check the conditions 

for picking up the right ITR form that suits your situation and select 

that yourself or with the help of the expert or your CA. Failure to do so 

can result in your return not getting processed by the income tax 

department. In case a taxpayer has filed an incorrect return form, he is 

most likely to receive a defect notice form the department which has to 

be rectified within the specified time limit.  Another tip would be to use, 

an online e-filing platform, where you do not have to worry about 

choosing the right form, as this would be automatically done by the 

software.  

6. Furnishing Incorrect or Incomplete Personal Information aka KYC: 

There are certain staples we have to fill when filing IT returns and it 

includes full name, date of birth, postal address, PAN, Aadhaar, email 

id, mobile number, bank details, account number, IFSC code etc. The 

information should be updated and correctly mentioned in order to 



receive the IT refund (if any) on time and that too without hassles. You 

need to ensure that the details tally with those given in your PAN. A 

wrong PAN will throw up a data mismatch, a wrong email id means you 

won’t get any acknowledgement or other communication from the IT 

Dept. and incorrect bank details can cause a problem if a refund is due 

to you. The Aadhaar Number or Aadhaar enrolment number should 

also be mentioned mandatorily in the ITR as well now. Also, all the 

important information is communicated by the income tax department 

via email or post, so, it is extremely paramount to enter these details 

immaculately before filing your taxes as even a minor mistake can lead 

to you missing important notifications. Further, the correct email ID 

and mobile number is essential since the Electronic Verification Code 

(EVC) will be sent to these modes (registered mobile number &/or e-

mail).  

7. Incorrect Bank Details: As against the earlier practices, which 

required only bank account details in which you wanted the refund, 

now you have to provide the details of all your bank accounts while 

filing your ITR. Receiving an income tax refund is always a jubilant 

feeling. Many taxpayers unintentionally provide wrong bank details 

especially IFSC code etc resulting in delayed income tax refund payable 

on your IT return. Income Tax Department transfers all income tax 

refunds up to ` 50,000 directly to the bank account which makes 

sharing of the correct bank account details for income tax returns 

mandatory. 

8. Not checking the form before filing: Whether you have filled your 

forms manually or online, mistakes are bound to happen. It therefore, 

makes sense to check the filled-up form thoroughly in order to avoid 

errors. Even if your tax consultant or CA fills the ITR on your behalf, 

you need to personally check the form to ensure accuracy of the 

information especially for the numbers (if you are aware of the same).  

9. Non-Verification of e-filed ITR: Most of the tax payers these days e-file 

their income tax return electronically (and are required to file also). 

However, only furnishing the return electronically is not enough. Mere 



e-filing doesn’t finish our job as we are required to verify the return by 

either doing it online or manually so that our identity is authenticated. 

The IT department will start processing your returns only after they 

receive the verification. This can be done via e-verification of the return 

by Aadhaar OTP, linking your login with Demat A/c, Net Banking or 

manually by sending the signed copy of ITR acknowledgment (ITR – V) 

to CPC, Bengaluru within 120 days. Failure to verify your return within 

the specified time can result in you being considered as a non-filer by 

the IT department.   

10. Not reconciling income with Form 26AS: Form 26AS is a document 

which provides all the details of tax deducted on your behalf and 

deposited with government. Form 26AS is an exigent issue and it is 

imperative to check Form 26AS before filing the ITR. Form 26AS 

includes all the Income details, Tax Deducted at Source (TDS), advance 

tax paid by you, self-assessment tax, etc. It is of utmost importance to 

reconcile and disclose income in your tax returns in sync with income 

reflecting in Form 26AS (We discussed in depth, the details of Form 

26AS in Part 3 of this series of articles). Similarly, a salaried person 

must cross verify the details (should match with that reported by your 

employer) with Form 16 issued by the employer to avoid any 

discrepancy, which may lead to less refund or more payable taxes. 

When you receive the Form 16 from your employer, always check all 

calculations. You can cross-check details of tax deducted with your 

Form 26AS to ensure there is no mismatch. Any difference may also 

result in you receiving notices from the department asking for 

clarification. A reconciliation of any difference in the amount would also 

help the taxpayer avoid unnecessary trouble in the future. Still this is 

not done in many cases. The bottom-line is that your Form 26AS 

should absolutely match with the details as in Form 16 & Form 16A. 

Manyatimes, due to mismatch in TAN of deductors or amount of TDS, 

taxpayers are not able to claim credit of tax and are subject to double 

taxation (double payment of taxes). Similarly, to claim benefit of self-

assessment tax or advance tax, it is important to enter correct challan 



no. etc. as incorrect details will lead to cancellation of such taxes. 

Likewise, if you have multiple sources of income, ensure that details of 

payments and TDS have been added correctly to avoid any 

discrepancies when filing the return. 

11. Not disclosing income from all sources: The most common mistake 

tax payers make is failing to report all the sources of their income. All 

incomes must be disclosed in the ITR regardless of whether it is taxable 

or exempt from income tax. If there is any income from sources other 

than the primary source of income, it has to be ‘shown’ in the ITR. 

Income received from investments, lottery and commission, should be 

brought to notice of the CA who has to disclose the same in your ITR. 

Also, income from renting out property (ies), income from shares and 

property gains must also be reported. Another source of income which 

is forgotten by many individuals is the interest earned on FDR's, 

recurring deposits, bonds and saving bank account interest. Also, any 

income earned by a minor through investments is taxable according to 

the tax slab of the parent with higher income. The income of the minor 

is clubbed with that parent’s income while computing net taxable 

amount. In case you have made investments in your children’s name, 

keep this in mind while filing your taxes. If you fail to provide income 

from all sources, your ITR is incomplete and may lead to revision at 

later stage or scrutiny by the income tax officials. To make sure that 

you file accurate information about all your income on which TDS was 

deducted, you have to match all your actual financial transactions with 

Form 26AS and Form 16. Such non-disclosure of income can lead to 

additional penalty.  

12. Excluding FDR interest from taxable income: Interest income from 

your savings account U/s 80TTA is exempt up to ` 10,000, but interest 

income from your FDR isn’t. This income is taxable according to your 

respective tax slab. Usually banks deduct 10% as Tax Deducted at 

Source (TDS) on the interest income earned on FDR’s and that too if it 

breaches the ` 10,000 mark or is projected to breach the same 

(projection software used by a few banks viz. Axis Bank, IDBI bank, 



although faulty sometimes). Even if the bank doesn’t deduct the TDS, 

you still have to pay tax on the same according to your tax bracket by 

first adding the same under the income from other sources and then 

deducting the same according to your tax slab for e.g. if you fall under a 

higher tax slab of 30%, you are liable to pay the tax accordingly. Not 

reporting these incomes might attract a notice from the income tax 

department especially when they appear as income in Form 26AS (these 

days, banks have started reporting the same in Form 26AS {see the 

attached image below} irrespective of whether TDS deducted or not i.e. 

less than ` 10,000 or not). Hence, one is required to pay tax on interest 

income earned from fixed deposits according to your tax slab. However, 

taxpayers who are not aware about this rule, exclude fixed deposit 

interest from their taxable income, which should never be done. 

 

Form 26AS showing FDR income less than 10,000 being uploaded by 
HDFC Bank and Bank of India  

(Although BOI reporting was due to Form 15G deposited by client) 

(Image Courtesy: Google) 



The bottom-line remains the interest income from fixed deposits or 

recurring deposits even if not subject to TDS by the banks has to be 

mentioned in the ITR and if mentioned in the Form 26AS subject to 

TDS; the income and corresponding TDS have to be re-conciliated as 

per Form 26AS. 

13. Excluding Savings Bank interest from taxable income: One of the 

most common mistakes is not disclosing interest on savings bank 

accounts or assessee’s claiming a deduction U/s 80TTA for interest 

income up to Rs 10,000 but not declaring the actual interest income 

itself. Also, some people claim deduction under Section 80TTA for ` 

10,000 for any kind of interest income, whereas this deduction is 

specific to the interest earned from saving bank account only.   

14. Non-Disclosure of all non-dormant bank accounts: Previously, 

taxpayers were only required to mention the details of the bank account 

in which they wished to receive the refund but from last year, after the 

demonetization exercise in 2016 in which heavy deposits were made, 

details of all non-dormant bank accounts have to be mentioned in the 

ITR. Last year (2017) in the ITR forms, it was additionally required to 

disclose the cash deposited in your bank accounts exceeding ` 2 lacs in 

those 50 days duration (10th Nov. 2016 – 30th Dec. 2016) during the 

demonetization phase. 

15. Non-Disclosure of Exempt Income: There are several types of incomes 

which are exempted from the levy of tax like Dividend Income, PPF 

Interest, stocks and mutual funds or long term capital gains on sale of 

shares are exempt from tax for FY 2017-18 etc. Although these are 

exempted from the levy of tax, these are still required to be reported in 

the income tax return. Most people don’t disclose such incomes 

assuming that the same is not required to be disclosed as these are 

exempted from the levy of tax but exempted incomes are also required to 

be reported in the income tax return and the ITR Forms specifically ask 

for details of these exempt incomes. Although you do not have to pay any 

taxes on such incomes, it is important to report them as the brokerage 



houses or investment companies will send these details to the income 

tax department. Many taxpayers although out of ignorance tend to miss 

out on giving details of exempt income for e.g. the capital gain is exempt 

from tax, but the details of the gains have to mandatorily be mentioned 

in the schedule applicable for capital gains and not doing so may be 

subject to scrutiny sometimes by the tax authorities. 

16. Non-Disclosure of Foreign Assets and Income: The Modi Government 

has been very strict on anti-money laundering measures and disclosure 

of all foreign assets falls under this. It is mandatory for all resident 

taxpayers to disclose correct details of their foreign assets (this includes 

all the foreign bank accounts whether operational or not) and income 

outside India in their income tax returns. Sometimes, it is seen that 

students pursue education from outside India, so, it is a must to open a 

bank account in that foreign country. Such students usually come back 

to India after withdrawing whole money from the foreign bank account 

but don’t close it which may be inoperative but becomes a foreign asset 

& in such cases, it is mandatory to file tax return using ITR-2. These 

types of special disclosures are mandatory & any such non-disclosure 

will bring notice from the IT department. A taxpayer also must report 

bank accounts where the assessee merely has a signing authority. 

Evading this may get you in trouble and under the Black 

Money (Undisclosed Foreign Income and Assets) and Imposition of Tax 

Act, 2015 tax officers can levy a penalty of ` 10 lacs, if the taxpayer fails 

to furnish any information or furnishes inaccurate information in the 

return with respect to foreign income and assets. Inspite of the risk of 

heavy penalty being imposed, lots of taxpayers do not disclose correct 

details of their foreign assets and income outside India. Avoid being on 

the wrong side of the law and make sure that you have updated all 

such details in your ITR.  

17. Not filing ITR even if Foreign shores Income is less than the 

threshold: If you are an ordinarily resident individual with income from 

foreign assets and your taxable income is below the threshold, even 

then you will have to file the ITR and that too by due date deadline. You 



will have to pay the penalty if you don't file ITR before the deadline 

(even if falling below 2.5 lacs). As per fourth proviso to Section 139(1), 

“If you are a resident individual (other than not ordinarily resident 

within the meaning of Section 6(6) of the Act), holding any asset 

(including any financial interest) outside India as a beneficial owner or a 

beneficiary or have signing authority in any account located outside 

India, then you are mandatorily required to file income tax return 

before the due date even if the total income is below the taxable limit.” 

In such cases, if you file your ITR after the deadline, late filing fees 

would be levied as per provisions of the law, for e.g. in financial year 

2017-18, you earned a total income of ` 1.5 lacs from dividend of 

shares you hold in a foreign company. In that case, even though your 

income is below the minimum exemption level of ` 2.5 lacs, you are still 

mandatorily required to file the ITR.  

18. Not reporting salary from more than one employer: If you resigned 

from the first job at the start of the financial year, for e.g. Apr-May, 

most likely the first employer may have deducted less tax by taking 

your tax saving plans or reduced gross income into account. When 

you switch jobs during a financial year, it is important that you share 

the previous salary and those TDS details with your new employer to 

avoid any mismatch or double deduction (you may get a refund later, 

but that’s beside this point). Ensure you report this past income to the 

second employer, but if not done due to any reason, mention it while 

filing your IT return. Also manyatimes, it is observed that employees 

receive salary from the previous employer on settlement of their dues or 

sometimes the employees receive salary from multiple employers. In 

such a scenario, employees are required to incorporate salary received 

during the year from all the employers in the ITR form, which is not 

done in many cases and many employees don’t mention the income 

earned from previous employer and give the details of only current 

employment (sometimes, forgetting the same and sometimes, 

deliberately which results in income mismatch notices being received at 

a later stage.  



19. Non-Disclosure of losses being carried forward: In order to carry 

forward certain losses incurred during the year for set off against 

income in future years till such losses are set off, it is mandatory to file 

the income tax return on or before the due date. If the income tax 

return claiming carry forward of the current year’s losses is filed after 

the due date, such losses will not be allowed to be carried forward 

correctly in every subsequent year. In case, the disclosure has been 

omitted, the taxpayers may be denied the claim to set off brought (carried) 

forward losses and they may end up paying higher taxes. 

20. Incorrect or Non-Disclosure of Short Term and Long Term Capital 

Gains: Tax rates for income from capital gains depend upon the holding 

period and types of the capital asset (e.g.: 15% for short-term equity 

shares, slab rate for debt mutual fund, etc.) sold during the year. The 

income tax returns also provide for different schedules depending upon 

the type of the asset. Accordingly, tax payers should ensure that sale of 

capital asset is disclosed in the correct schedule so that the online 

return utilities provided by the department do not calculate tax at an 

incorrect rate. There has been a change in tax rules for long term 

capital gains tax on stocks and equity funds, applicable from 1st April 

2018. However, if there was any sale of shares / property / land etc. 

during the financial year 2017-18, it has to be reported in the income 

tax return as per the correct rate and keeping indexation cost in mind. 

Short-term capital gains should be shown along with any short-term 

capital loss, with carry-forward as applicable. Sale of property / house 

/ land should be included along with details of any relevant exemptions 

claimed. 

21. Not paying tax on house property: Many people assume that there is 

no income from multiple residential properties and thus, there is no tax 

payable; however, this is a misconception. If you own more than one 

house, you are liable to pay a certain amount as tax, even if you have 

not earned any income from it or if it is unoccupied. Tax is not payable 

only for the house that you occupy. Income is to be attributed to all 

other houses and tax on house property is payable by you. 



22. Not Claiming Income Tax Deductions: We all don’t like to pay income 

tax. Isn’t it or is it? The most honest answer will be an obvious NO to 

this. No one likes to give their hard-earned money to someone else. The 

Government of India offers tax exemptions (deductions) for various 

expenses incurred in different activities to encourage individuals and 

commercial institutions take part in activities having social benefits. 

There are various tax deductions that a taxpayer can claim from his 

total income which would bring down his taxable income and thereby 

reduce his tax outgo. Tax deduction helps in reducing your taxable 

income and decreases your overall tax liabilities and helps you save tax. 

You can invest in various schemes such as life insurance plans, 

retirement savings schemes and national savings schemes etc. to get 

tax deductions. A number of day-to-day expenditures qualify for 

deductions, with information about them being crucial to help us save 

money. Tax deduction can be claimed on money spent for education, 

tuition fees, medical expenses, charitable contributions, investments in 

insurance, retirement schemes, etc. These deductions have been put in 

place to encourage members of the society to participate in certain 

useful activities, helping everyone involved in the process. It is very 

much possible to reduce income tax liability by using benefit of tax 

deductions under Chapter VI A, however, depending on the type of tax 

deduction you claim, the amount of deduction varies. Due to lack of 

knowledge & guidance, taxpayers do not claim the benefits of such tax 

deductions. According to a study by Govt. of India, 70% of the people 

who file their returns do not invest fully under Section 80C and a big 

chunk of those are the professionals like us. 

23. Not Claiming Home Loan Deductions: While deduction under Section 

24 on interest paid for home loan is a commonly known tax benefit, 

most assume that they are entitled to it only if the loan has been 

sanctioned by an institutional lender. Many taxpayers ignore this 

deduction if the tag of home loan is not attached to their loan even if 

they use it to construct or purchase a house. You can avail the tax 

benefits offered by this section even if it was a personal loan taken from 



relatives or friends. The only condition to be eligible for this tax benefit 

is that the loan should be used in the construction or purchase of a 

house. You can also avail of tax relief up to Rs 30,000 on interest paid 

on loan taken for revamp or reconstruction of your house.  

24. Not Paying Advance Tax: 15th March of every year is the last date of a 

financial year to pay the last installment (25%) or 100% installment of 

Advance Tax (Section 44ADA opted professionals). It is always advisable 

to pay your taxes within due dates to avoid paying interests and 

penalties. The advance tax dues of a tax payer should be clear before 

15th March to avoid interest and penalty under Section 234 A, B and C. 

Failure to do so attracts a simple interest of 1% per month (on full tax 

liability, if not paid anything or on remainder amount if partial paid) 

starting till the dues are cleared. 

25. Not Paying Self-Assessment Tax: 31st March of every year is the last 

date of a financial year. It is always advisable to pay your taxes within 

due dates to avoid paying interests and penalties. Therefore, a taxpayer 

must ensure that the tax dues are cleared on or before 31st March of 

the financial year. Failure to do so attracts a interest of 1% per month 

starting till the dues are cleared. 

Summarizing the above 25 points grossly: 
 

1. The CBDT has notified seven new forms for the assessment year 2018-

19, so it is prudent to identify which form is the right one for you and 

you can choose the same to file your returns because a wrong selection 

of ITR form will render the ITR as defective. 

2. Do not commit the blunder of ignoring the new rules of taxation or 

taking them lightly, for e.g. if you have multiple properties, only one will 

be considered self-occupied, while the rest of the properties will be 

considered as let out or rented and will be taxed accordingly. 

3. Do not commit the gaffe of missing income from any source while filing 

your ITR. Always remember to include salary/professional income (or 

both, if applicable), interest earned from Savings Bank Account, Fixed 

Deposit, recurring deposits, rental income etc. There is a good chance 



that you may get a notice from the IT department seeking an 

explanation. 

4. Always update correct personal details especially a change in address, 

email and mobile number during a financial year and update on your 

log-in of Income tax e-filing website and the same should be mentioned 

while filing IT returns. 

5. Any mismatch in details of Form 16 and Form 26AS can also land you 

in trouble. Do check if the tax deductions as mentioned in both the 

forms are same and there are no incorrect figures. 

6. Not being careful about mentioning correct deductions is also a mistake 

that should be avoided. Do check if you have mentioned each deduction 

under correct heads. 

7. Delaying the process of tax filing should be avoided any cost. From this 

assessment year, you will have to pay a penalty of ` 5000 if you file 

your returns after the due date and by December 31st. If you file it after 

December 31st, a fine of ` 10000 will be levied. 

8. The Minor’s income is also to be clubbed to the parents’ income at the 

time of filing the IT Return. Minors can earn an interest income from 

savings bank account (opened by us and run by us as a Guardian), 

fixed deposits or other investments made in their name by the parents. 

The minor's income does not get added to the parent's income if the 

minor's income is less than ` 1500 or otherwise saying, the parent can 

claim an exemption of ` 1500 for each minor child whose income is 

clubbed. If both the mother and father are earning, the income of the 

minor is added to the income of that parent whose income is greater. If 

the parents are divorced, the minor's income is added to the parent's 

income that has the custody of the child. If both the parents are not 

alive, the income of the minor is not clubbed with the guardian, but 

instead a separate income tax return is filed. When a child earns an 

income by way of any work or from an activity for which he uses special 

talent or knowledge, the minor is required to file an income tax return 

like a Saregama Little Champs Winner or a Super Dance Show 

Champion would have to pay taxes of his own and in these cases, we 



have to first apply for a PAN card for a minor (which is issued by the IT 

Department).  

9. The e-filing process is not fully complete once you have submitted your 

tax return online. It gets completes after a signed copy of the ITR-V 

acknowledgement is sent to the CPC in Bangalore within 120 days from 

the date on which the taxpayer filed his/her income tax return. The 

ITR-V copy should be sent via Speed Post or Ordinary Post only. The IT 

department has initiated the process of scrapping this process for all 

the taxpayers holding an Aadhar card or EVC verification through 

Internet banking or a bank account. Taxpayers without an Aadhar card 

have to send a signed copy of their ITR-V acknowledgement to the CPC 

in Bangalore and if one fails to do so; his/her income tax return may be 

considered as un-filed making the taxpayer file his/her returns once 

again.     

10. Section 80 deductions are also paramount to be known to all of us 

because according to a study by Govt. of India, 70% of the people who 

file their returns do not invest fully under Section 80C and a big chunk 

of those are the professionals like us. 

 
Clarifying come Misconceptions about IT return filing: 

1. Some people have a misconception that they don't need to file an IT 

Return if TDS has been already deducted by Bank (on FDR’s) or 

Employer. That’s in correct as both the employers who pay salary 

(deduct TDS on an average @ 10% if the salary is above ` 30,000 per 

month) and banks who pay you FDR interest are bound by law to 

deduct TDS either lumpsome on 31st March before accruing the 

interest/payment (if it crosses ` 10000) or presumptively deducted 

every quarter end (based on bank’s Finacle or working software). 

Irrespective of whether TDS has been deducted on you income or not; IT 

Return filing depends on your total income, where your total income 

from all sources exceeds ` 2,50,000 you MUST and SHOULD file a 

return. Of course, you can take credit of whatever TDS has already 

been deducted. You may not have any tax dues at the time of return 



filing but applying the same principle, file a return if your total income 

is more than ` 2,50,000. 

2. Another common misconception is that if TDS is deducted on interest 

income, one doesn’t need to report it in the IT return. This is wrong. 

Almost each one of us earns interest from a savings bank account or 

from a fixed deposit, but very few people are aware that this has to be 

included in the IT return. (All Savings Bank Accounts, All Fixed 

Deposits or FD’s and even Recurring Deposits or RD's). RD’s were tax 

free and not taxable till July 2015 but they are now since almost 3.5 

years. A combined FD/RD income above ` 10,000 annually is subject to 

TDS, but no TDS is deducted on savings account interest and so many 

people don’t report the same in their IT Return. However, all these 

incomes are taxable and have to be mentioned in the return under 

income from other sources. For SB (Savings Bank) A/C (Account) 

Interest, a maximum deduction of ` 10,000 is available under section 

80TTA as a relief. Please note here that TDS deducted above ` 10,000 

for FD or RD is not a relief under any section but a guideline for the 

banks to deduct the same. The point here is if your income from FD or 

RD is ` 9,000 and no TDS is deducted by the bank; you still have to add 

in your income from other sources and then calculate Tax liability on 

your income accordingly. To put it in simple language, this means if you 

are earning a 7% interest on a FD/RD and you fall in the 20% tax 

bracket with a 4% Education and Higher Education Cess now, you are 

effectively earning 5.572% return on your FD/RD which is much less 

than what even some private banks like AU Small Financial Bank, RBL 

bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank, Yes Bank etc. are offering on their savings 

accounts balances (ranging from 6% - 6.75%) which is almost double 

than what major nationalized banks (SBI, PNB, UBI, BOI) or even a few 

private banks (ICICI, HDFC) are offering (3.5-4%) and of course, the SB 

A/c have an advantage of deduction of ` 10,000 under Section 80TTA 

as well. 

3. Another common misconception is that all donations are 100% exempt 

under Section 80 (Section 80G, Section 80GGB, Section 80GGC). If you 



are committed to a cause and make a donation, you wouldn’t want to 

miss out on its tax benefits. But not all donations carry a 100% 

exemption, some are exempt up to 50% and there are some other 

considerations that have to be met (I have taken up Section 80 

deductions in detail in the Part 2 of this series of these articles, 

you can refer the same for reference). 

4. Another very common misconception is that interest on NSCs (National 

Savings Certificate) is fully tax free. This is wrong. Interest earned on 

NSCs is fully taxable! Although it can be claimed as a deduction under 

Section 80C in all the years (except last year). So if you have bought 

NSCs, do remember to show it as part of your income from other 

sources and claim a deduction under Section 80C. 

5. Some of us have this misconception that whatever TDS is deducted by 

bank (not by employer) on money instruments like FD or RD is gone  

especially if it doesn’t reflect under Form 26AS and you have to re-

calculate tax liability and deposit tax accordingly. This is wrong. We can 

take TDS credit for amounts reflecting in Form 26AS but if the same is 

not reflecting or missing from Form 26AS, we have to make sure we 

intimate our bank about the same who might have erroneously done it 

or genuinely if they don’t have your PAN number in their records which 

is a double whammy for you. You are getting TDS deducted at 20% and 

also, it won’t reflect in your Form 26AS and so you can’t adjust the 

same in your final tax liability to claim a refund, if any, from the IT 

Department. Any TDS, if deducted from your income otherwise is 

adjusted against your final tax liability. If any TDS has been deducted 

from your income but doesn’t reflect in your Form 26AS, the tax 

department may not allow you to take credit of it. So, it’s we who have 

to make sure that all TDS deductions are correctly reflected in our Form 

26AS, because that’s one document IT Department trusts. Thus, the 

importance of Form 26AS is enormous and most of us are totally 

unaware of it. I always advise my colleagues to check their Form 26AS 

once every week. 



6. Most taxpayers generally believe that the deduction related to interest 

U/s 24 and repayment of principle housing loan U/s 80C is applicable 

only to one house, but this is not true. On the contrary, an individual 

can have more than one housing loan. If an individual owns more than 

one house property for his use, then under the provisions of the Income 

Tax Act, 1961 (the ‘Act’), any one property as per his choice is treated as 

self-occupied and its annual value is computed to be nil. The other 

house property is deemed to be let-out and a notional rent as per the 

provisions of the Act is computed as the taxable income under the head 

‘Income from House Property’. In other words, the second house is 

treated as being rented-out and its estimated rental income is treated 

as taxable income. Taxpayer can claim a deduction under Section 80C 

of the Income Tax Act for the repayment of the principle amount. 

However, this amount is limited to a total of ` 1,50,000 (inclusive of the 

other investments) and will be available only on repayment of Principle 

amount of Loan related to Self Occupied Property. The interest paid on 

housing loan will be eligible for a deduction up to ` 2,00,000 in case of 

a self-occupied property. However, in case a property is let out or 

deemed let out, then there is no such limit. If the property is let out, 

then the rental value is taxable and the interest paid on housing loan 

can be claimed as a deduction.  

7. Tax deduction U/s 80C is not allowed on the entire amount going 

towards home loan repayment, but only the amount going towards the 

repayment of the principle is eligible for tax deduction unlike the 

general perception which says otherwise. Interest can be claimed as a 

deduction under Section 24. You can claim up to ` 2,00,000  or the 

actual interest repaid whichever is lower (You can claim this interest 

only when you are in possession of the house). Principle can be claimed 

up to the maximum of ` 1,50,000  under Section 80C. This is subject to 

the maximum level of ` 1,50,000  across all Section 80C investments. 

The limit of ` 2,00,000 is applicable only while calculating the income 

from one self-occupied property.  



8. Tax exemption on the rent paid: A tax exemption is available to a 

salaried employee if he receives house rent allowance (HRA) as part of 

his compensation from his employer. The exemption is calculated as per 

the limits prescribed under the law. However, the maximum exemption 

which can be availed will be equal to the amount of actual HRA received 

by the employee. Least of the following is exempt in respect of HRA U/s 

(Sec. 10(13A) read with Rule 2A of Income Tax Rules):  

a. Actual HRA Received 

b. 40% of Salary (50% if house situated in Mumbai, Kolkata, Delhi or 

Chennai) 

c. Rent paid minus 10% of salary 

*Salary= Basic + DA (if part of retirement benefit) + Turnover based 

Commission 

Note: 

a. Fully Taxable, if HRA is received by an employee who is living in his 

own house or if he does not pay any rent. 

b. It is mandatory for employee to report PAN of the landlord to the 

employer if rent paid is more than ` 1,00,000.  

For an Individual other than one receiving HRA (whether self employed 

or otherwise), deduction is available under Section 80GG of the Income 

Tax Act, 1961 for payment of rent on accommodation. In this case, 

however, the maximum deduction that can be availed is ` 5,000 per 

month.  

9. Exemption U/s 54 of Income Tax Act, 1961 is available not only on 

buying home from capital gains. Section 54 gives relief to a taxpayer 

who sells his residential house and from the sale proceeds he acquires 

another residential house Exemption U/s 54, contrary to the popular 

belief, is not available under all circumstances. Following conditions 

should be satisfied to claim the benefit of Section 54: 

a. The benefit of section 54 is available only to an individual or HUF. 



b. From the AY 2015-16, only one residential house can be purchased 

or constructed. 

c. The asset transferred should be a long-term capital asset (it must be 

held for a period of more than 24 months before sale or transfer, if 

the sale/transfer takes place on or after 1st April 2017), being a 

residential house 

d. The taxpayer should acquire another residential house within a 

period of one year before or two years after the date of transfer of old 

house or, should construct a residential house within a period of 

three years from the date of transfer of the old. In case of 

compulsory acquisition, the period of acquisition or construction will 

be determined from the date of receipt of compensation (whether 

original or additional). 

10. Section 80C benefits are available not only on investments or on bank 

FDs and insurance premiums but others also. A taxpayer can get such 

benefit on his expenses on tuition fees paid for his children to school or 

University as well as on Repayment of Principle amount for Home 

Loan. Under Section 80C benefits, you can get an exemption of up to ` 

1.50 lac on contributions to a wide range of investments. These include 

Employee Provident Fund (EPF), Public Provident Fund (PPF), National 

Savings Certificate (NSC), 5-year bank fixed deposits, Sukanya 

Samriddhi Account, Life insurance policies, Equity-linked savings 

schemes (ELSS) and Unit linked insurance plans (ULIP) among others. 

11. Gifts are not always totally tax-free despite receipt from any person. 

Receiving Gift indeed brings a cheerful smile on the face of the receiver, 

but if receiver gets to know that he has to pay tax thereon, the smiling 

face may turn sad. Although Gift Tax Act has been abolished, however 

there are certain provisions in the Income Tax Act, which make the gift 

taxable in the hands of the recipient. Gifts received from specified 

relatives only are exempt from income tax and there is no upper limit 

also. Similarly, gifts of any amount and from anyone received during 

your marriage are totally tax-free. In case of gifts received on birthday, 

however, the ones received by from relatives would not have any limit, 



but from non-relatives, the limit would stand at ` 50,000 a year. 

Normally also, if you receive a cash gift or gifts by cheque or bank draft 

of more than ` 50,000 from a non-relative, you are required to pay tax 

on the whole gift amount from non-relatives. 

 

By keeping the above points in mind and debunking a few myths, you can 

ensure a hassle-free tax filing for yourself. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Filing income tax return can either be a tiresome or an easy process. It all 

depends upon the knowledge & guidance one receives. With so many 

provisions, deductions, sections etc. it is very easy to get lost in the vast 

ocean of Income Tax. Therefore, I hope my above article on common 

mistakes in filing income tax returns helps you and guide you in avoiding 

such mistakes. 
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DISCLAIMER: 

Although every effort has been taken to make sure that there are no 

mistakes, there might be still, some mistakes inadvertently crept in the 

article. Please notify the same @ author’s email: drbhavdeep@gmail.com 

and they will be corrected ASAP. 

 

(We shall continue on few other financial aspects in Part 6 of this 

series of articles with another insight on financial aspects for the 

dentists) 

 


